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Abstract

The importance of Internet is today immeasurable and its impact on our lives continues to grow at an impressive pace. However, there are several important issues to be addressed. We observe a centralization of the service providers and continuous attacks on net neutrality, which increases the risk of censorship of the data stored on the Internet, either by deletion, modification or access denial. In addition to this, surveillance by public and private actors is a constant menace. It is therefore crucial to develop systems to resist against this censorship threat, while being attentive to privacy.

We present DecenArch, a decentralized system for privacy-conscious webpages archiving. Independent servers retrieve the webpage pointed by a URL submitted by the user and agree a consensus on its content. The consensus protocol provides privacy for the parties, which reach a correct result even in presence of up to ⌊n/3⌋ malicious adversaries, where n is the number of nodes in the system. The result of the consensus phase is then cryptographically verified by the servers and only if the entire process has been correctly executed, the webpage and its external resources are archived on a distributed immutable ledger. Anyone can then access the webpage stored on the ledger, thereby achieving censorship resistance.

Empirical evaluation of our prototype implementation shows that DecenArch running on 16 hosts archives a real-world webpage in less than 10 minutes, while the retrieval of a saved page from the immutable ledger is almost instantaneous. The time complexity of DecenArch increases polynomially with the number of hosts and the size of the webpage being stored. We argue that the system is usable for real-world purposes and achieves a good level of security and privacy guarantees.
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1 Introduction

Internet is today part of our lives. We use it to store our data, to stay in touch with friends, to share cat pictures, to stay informed about the world and to learn about a wide variety of subjects. By looking at the current Internet architecture, we see a heavy centralization of service providers, which implies that most data are controlled by a few powerful entities. At the same time, a frontal attack on net neutrality is currently underway and fake news are part of the media landscape. This situation allows the expansion of two important and serious risks to our freedom: censorship and surveillance. Before focusing on the goals and results of this project, we present in a more detailed way these two fundamental threats.

Although censorship is today considered by too many people a prerogative of dictatorial states and dystopian books, it is more widespread than ever on the Internet [15, 13]. The fact that most data and information are controlled by a small and powerful number of actors worsens the situation even more. Governments can easily force these large organizations to comply with censorial or people’s control laws [12, 1, 60], or deny access to non-cooperating websites [4]. Since services and data are centralized, the impact of these actions is considerably big. However, censorship is not caused only by governments. With the appearance of the so-called fake news, several big players of the information technology industry started to filter the content on their webpages with algorithms and human control [39]. While these actions may help to stop the spread of false information, the danger of entrusting profit-oriented companies with the task of dividing between legitimate and fake content is clear. Another source of problems is represented by external attackers, mostly represented by state-level adversaries [1], whose goal is to modify or delete sensitive content on targeted websites. Their job is simplified by the centralization of these data sources, which represent a perfect example of a single point of failure. The continuous attacks on net neutrality [56] are also a threat to our freedom of access all the resources on the Internet. By allowing internet service providers to treat content differently, we risk blocking access to valuable sources of knowledge for the least economically able citizens. And again, with the predominant Internet design currently in place the impact of a multi-speed Internet is even bigger.

Surveillance on the Internet is another problem. Everyone is a target [3], but the most exposed people are activists against censorship or other threats to freedom, such as whistleblowers and people willing to share a document protected by a paywall [11]. Therefore, this pervasive surveillance risks making a system unusable by those who need it the most, because of the serious troubles they may encounter.

To address these challenges, we propose DECENARCH, a decentralized system for privacy-conscious Internet archiving against censorship. DECENARCH is based on a consensus algorithm ensuring correctness even in pres-
ence of up to \( \left\lfloor \frac{n}{3} \right\rfloor \) malicious adversaries, while providing privacy for the participating parties. It guarantees authenticity and integrity of the archived content, which is then accessible to anyone on an immutable and distributed ledger, thereby achieving censorship resistance.

First, DecenArch introduces a consensus algorithm resistant to Byzantine adversaries [43]. This solves the most important weakness of prior work, proposed by Plancherel [52], namely the assumption of a fully honest and trusted leader for the consensus protocol. The webpage, whose URL is submitted by a user, is hashed into a Bloom filter [10], a space-efficient probabilistic data structure, by every party. The content of the filter is then encrypted using the collective key resulting from a prior execution of a distributed key generation protocol [33] for threshold ElGamal cryptosystem [32] and the ciphertext is sent to the leader of the protocol. Once the contributions of all the parties have been collected, the leader combines them using the additive homomorphic properties of the aforementioned cryptosystem. Finally, the aggregation is jointly decrypted by the parties and the content of the resulting consensus webpage is reconstructed.

Second, the result of the consensus protocol is verified and signed by all the servers, thereby ensuring the correctness of computations and the correctness of the resulting consensus view. Censoring and implanting content in the webpage to be archived is impossible thanks to zero knowledge proofs [35], produced by each node during the consensus phase, and thanks to a verification of the work performed by peer servers. The reconstruction of the webpage, done by the leader of the protocol, is also verified by other parties.

Third, the webpage, i.e. the main HTML document and the external resources, is archived on an immutable distributed ledger. DecenArch employs a skipchain [47], a data structure introduced by Nikitin et al. based on skip lists and blockchains. This data structure ensures the integrity and availability of the data. The client can submit the URL of an archived webpage to DecenArch and the corresponding content is retrieved from the ledger, without ever querying the original host of the website. Since a webpage can be archived several times to keep track of its changes, the system accepts a URL even if the corresponding page is already archived. In order to access these different versions, the user specifies an appropriate timestamp. To add an anonymity layer, the client can use any anonymous communication system, such as Tor [27], to interact with DecenArch.

Our empirical evaluations show that DecenArch can store a real-world webpage in less than 10 minutes when the distributed consensus protocol is executed by 16 servers. We argue that this time is acceptable to store a webpage, also based on the fact that in this project we do not compromise on security and privacy, even if this detracts from efficiency. Moreover, the complexity of the system increase polynomially with the number of servers and the size of the webpage. Even if the time needed to store a webpage is
not relevant per se, the throughput of the system is crucial for a production
deployment. We discuss some practical solutions to improve the efficiency
in the last part of this document.

This report is structured as follows. Section 2 analyzes the first version of
a decentralized internet archive proposed by Plancherel [52] and presents the
principal mathematical and technological tools used within DECENARCH.
In Section 3 introduces the system and threat models, while the proposed
system is explained in Section 4. The security and privacy guarantees of
DECENARCH are evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 focuses on the prototype
implementation. Sections 7 and 8 are devoted to the experimental results
and to a discussion over the limitations of DECENARCH and possible
improvements. Section 9 presents an alternative utilization of the decentralized
DECENARCH consensus agreement algorithm as a trusted source of data for
smart contracts. Section 10 presents the conclusions of this project.

2 Background

This section is divided in two parts. To start with, we introduce the first
version of the decentralized internet archive (DIA), developed by Nicolas
Plancherel [52] during his master’s thesis, by presenting its functionalities
and discussing its main limitations and weaknesses. In the second part, we
present the tools that DECENARCH is built upon.

For the rest of this paper we denote with \( \mathbb{F}_p \) a finite field for a prime
\( p > 3 \), \( E(\mathbb{F}_p) \) sometimes abbreviated with \( E \), an elliptic curve, \( bG \in E(\mathbb{F}_p) \)
a point of \( E(\mathbb{F}_p) \), where \( G \in E(\mathbb{F}_p) \) is a generator of a subgroup of \( E(\mathbb{F}_p) \) of
large prime order \( q \) and \( b \in \mathbb{Z}_q^* \).

Some specific vocabulary is used throughout this report. A conode, or
cothority server, is a server that takes part in a decentralized and distributed
system and uses the communication protocols provided by the ONet [24]
library. A roster is a set of conodes participating in the same protocol or in
the same service. In the cothority framework, a protocol has only a state
that lasts the time of one execution, allows conodes to communicate has an
entry and an exit point and a predefined number of steps between them. A
service is run by the conodes in the roster and can keep a persistent state,
meaning that it can be restarted if a node crashes. The service initiates and
joins protocols. It also communicates with the clients through an API.

2.1 Plancherel’s decentralized internet archive (DIA)

In this section we introduce the work of Nicolas Plancherel on the first
version of the decentralized internet archive [52]. The first part is devoted
to an overview of DIA, while in the second part we analyze the strengths
and weaknesses of Plancherel’s proposal.
2.1.1 Overview

The goals of DIA are a subset ours, namely

- prevent the user from having to trust a single entity;
- create a censorship resistant Internet archive where the content to store for a given webpage is chosen and verified by all the servers participating in the protocol;
- remove individual-based content from the website before storing it;
- let the user retrieve a stored webpage without revealing any information to the real host of the website, i.e. ensure unlinkability [51] for the user with respect to the host of the website.

To achieve these goals, DIA uses a decentralized system over which different protocols are executed. To store the data DIA relies on an immutable distributed ledger. These main building blocks are used also by DECENARCH. The most important difference of DIA with respect to DECENARCH is the consensus protocol used to choose the content to store for a given webpage, while other parts of the system, such as the implementation and usage of immutable distributed ledger (see Section 2.7), are identical. In the following we therefore focus on the consensus protocol, by presenting its details and discussing its strengths and weaknesses.

The consensus protocol of DIA is executed by a group of servers organized in a tree of height 1, whose root is the leader of the protocol. The DIA consensus protocol takes place as follows:

1. the leader initiates the consensus protocol (CP);
2. the leader requests the webpage from the web server;
3. the leader creates a MasterTree and one or more MasterHashes, depending on the content of the webpage. The MasterTree is a copy of the original HTML tree of the retrieved webpage in which all nodes are hashed, as shown in Figure 1. A MasterHash is created for every additional data, i.e. for every CSS file and every image present in the webpage. The MasterHash is a hash of the data associated to a map of signatures of the hash itself, as shown in Figure 2.
4. The leader creates a signature associated with the MasterTree, by signing the hash of the concatenation of the HTML nodes’ hashes traversed using breadth-first search. The creation of the signature is also shown in Figure 2.
5. At this point the leader has prepared all the material necessary for the CP and sends an announcement message containing the URL provided
by the user, the MasterTree and the MasterHashes to all the conodes, including himself.

6. Upon receiving the announcement message, every conode execute the following steps

- the conode gets the webpage from the web server and computes the hashed HTML tree, called LocalTree, and all the needed LocalHashes. These objects are the conode’s equivalent of the MasterTree and MasterHash, respectively.
- The conode stores all the plaintext data, i.e. HTML page, CSS files and images, locally;
- the conode compares the LocalTree with the MasterTree and the different LocalHashes with the corresponding MasterHashes.

Figure 1: Algorithm to create the MasterTree.
Figure 2: Procedure to create the MasterHash.

After comparison, the conode creates a signature associated to the MasterTree (see Figure 1) and adds its signature to the appropriate MasterHashes, according the LocalHashes. Moreover, the conodes fill the SeenArray, indicating which HTML nodes the conode has compared to the MasterTree. In other words, the conode compares the content of its view of the webpage with the content of leader’s view of the same webpage. The algorithm to create both the signature and the SeenArray is shown in Figure 3.

- The last step depends on the role of the conode:
  
  - if it is a leaf, it simply sends LocalTree, MasterHashes, SeenArray, signature associated with the MasterTree to the leader.
  
  - If it is the leader, it takes the nodes of the MasterTree and the additional data that have been seen by at least a threshold number of children, by checking the SeenArrays for the former and the signatures contained in the MasterHashes for the latter. During this process the signatures of the consensus material received from the children are verified and a child contribution is take into account only if the signature is valid.

In the real implementation, all this process is executed sequentially for the HTML page and for every additional data, but without loss of generality we can assume here that the HTML document, the CSS file and all the images are processed in parallel.

Once the leader has the result of the consensus protocol, it reconstructs the HTML page from the tree and sends it, together with the additional data, to all the conodes for the signing step. Note that in this case the conodes do not have any possibility to check that the leader does not temper with the consensus result during the reconstruction process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MasterHash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hash of the image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map of signatures:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conode_1: sign(hash)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conode_2: sign(hash)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conode_n: sign(hash)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1.2 Discussion

We discuss now the principal limitations of DIA. Note that here we present only the negative aspects of DIA, but the work of Nicolas Plancherel is interesting and gave us an important and solid starting point from which to develop DECENARCH.

The trusted leader assumption  The leader has absolute control over the result of the consensus protocol and therefore it must be considered trusted. We shortly explain why the leader has complete control over the consensus protocol’s outcome, and we then discuss the implications of this absolute power.

As highlighted in Section 2.1.1 the consensus algorithm for the webpage is based on a reference tree, called MasterTree, which is compared to the locally computed tree by all the conodes. This clearly imposes the leader to produce an honest reference. If the leader is dishonest, he can easily censor any part of the website without being detected: removing some nodes from the MasterTree is equivalent to remove them also from the final consensus.
result and therefore from the stored webpage.

The power given to the leader, and therefore the obliged trusted leader assumption, is an important limitation of DIA, because it greatly weakens the decentralization of the whole system. In fact, we have a centralized system, where a trusted third party can decide to take into account the proposals of a bunch of other servers, but it is also free to completely ignore them. Not only the decentralization objective is impacted, but also the goal of building a censorship resistant archive. As explained, the leader can censor any content from the final consensus result, and he can also modify the consensus tree before the collective signing phase.

**The lack of privacy for the conodes** To improve efficiency and to provide privacy for the cothority servers, Plancherel proposes to hash the nodes of the HTML tree before publishing them. The problem is that the HTML nodes are directly hashed a published, without any kind of protection, e.g. a salt. It is therefore easy for an attacker to test whether a conode has seen a given HTML node, just by computing the hash of the node and test if it is present in the supposedly anonymized tree proposed by the conode. The fact that everything is sent in clear (see next paragraph), makes the impact of this issue even greater.

**Other minor implementation issues** The transition from the final consensus tree reconstructed by the leader to the HTML code collectively signed by all the conodes is a critical point. Indeed, in Plancherel’s implementation, the conodes sign whatever the leader proposes, without checking if the proposal is the real result of the consensus protocol. To correct this the nodes can check the signed $\text{SeenArrays}$ before signing the leader’s proposal. Note that this verification only solves the implanting problem, while a malicious leader can still censor the webpage content.

If a link to an external resource in the retrieved HTML page is given in absolute path (http://...), the resource is rightly considered as additional data and therefore stored on the immutable distributed ledger, but since there is no edition of the HTML page, the user willing to open the saved page in his browser will request the image from the web server, instead of using the stored one. This makes saving the images useless and above all it violates the DIA’s unlinkability requirement for the user with respect to the web server.

The communications between user, cothority servers and entities are not encrypted nor authenticated. This was actually a limitation of the first version of ONet [24], which only allowed communications over TCP, without adding the TLS layer. To conclude, data are stored uncompressed on the distributed ledger. Since the consensus HTML page and its additional data are all stored in a single block of the ledger, the absence of compression can
lead to potentially big blocks and therefore greatly affects DIA’s efficiency.

2.2 ElGamal cryptosystem

For public-key cryptography, DECENARCH relies on the probabilistic and additively homomorphic ElGamal cryptosystem\(^1\). The ElGamal cryptosystem works for any family of groups for which the discrete logarithm (DLOG) problem is considered to be intractable. Part of the security of the scheme actually relies on the Diffie-Hellman assumption, which implies the intractability of the DLOG computation\(^2\). For DECENARCH we use elliptic curve ElGamal, using the curve \(E\) introduced at the beginning of the section.

We will now briefly describe the cryptosystem using elliptic curves; because of this we stick for the rest of the report to the additive notation, instead of the most common multiplicative notation. The public parameters are the elliptic curve \(E\) and a point \(G \in E\) of large prime order \(q\), which generates the cyclic subgroup of order \(q\) of \(E\). The private key is an integer \(k \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*\) and the public key is \(K = kG\). A point \(P_m \in E\) is encrypted under public key \(K\) by computing

\[
\text{Enc}_K(P_m) = (R, C) = (rG, P_m + rK),
\]

where \(r \in R \mathbb{Z}_q^*\). To decrypt the ciphertext \((R, C)\), it is sufficient to use the private key \(k\) to compute

\[
\text{Dec}_k((R, C)) = C - kR = P_m + rK - k(rG) = P_m + rK - rK = P_m.
\]

The plaintext point \(P_m\) is obtained as a result.

As said before, the elliptic curve ElGamal cryptosystem is additively-homomorphic. Let \((R_1, C_1)\) and \((R_2, C_2)\) be two ciphertext encrypting \(P_{m_0}\) and \(P_{m_1}\), respectively. Then the additively homomorphic property result from

\[
(R_0, C_0) + (R_1, C_1) = (R_0 + R_1, C_0 + C_1)
= ((r_0 + r_1)G, P_{m_0} + P_{m_1} + (r_0 + r_1)K),
\]

whose decryption returns \(P_{m_0} + P_{m_1}\).

There is however an important challenge to solve: how to encrypt an integer \(i \in \mathbb{Z}_q\)? This integer should be mapped to a point \(P_i \in E\) using an appropriate function \(\text{map} : \mathbb{Z}_q \rightarrow E\) defined as follows

\[
i \mapsto i \cdot G,
\]

\(^1\)Note that the ElGamal cryptosystem is not always additively homomorphic, this depends on the group used in the system.

where in this case \( \cdot \) represents the multiplication of the point \( G \) by the scalar \( i \). Note that encrypting 0 using the map function is perfectly secure, since the random value \( r \), called sometimes blinding factor, ensures the semantic security of the ciphertext. We use this mapping function to exploit the additive homomorphic property presented above:

\[
P_{m_0} + P_{m_1} = m_0G + m_1G = (m_0 + m_1)G.
\]

Finally, by computing the DLOG for \((m_0 + m_1)G\) we can retrieve \( m_0 + m_1 \). This may sound strange, since the security of the cryptosystem is based exactly on the DLOG problem intractability. However, since our plaintexts are only small numbers, we can solve it in a reasonable time. Some implementation’s efficiency improvements, such as the usage of a map to store the already computed value, make the computation even faster.

The used cryptosystem should fulfill another requirement. We want to be secure that an attacker does not gain any information about the plaintext encrypted by a given ciphertext even if he knows the list of possible plaintexts encrypted by the given ciphertext. This concept is called indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA) \[36\]. The following theorem, presented here without proof, states that, under some assumptions, ElGamal is IND-CPA:

**Theorem 1** (\[62, Theorem 5.4\]) If the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem (DDH) is hard in the group generated by the ElGamal cryptosystem, and if the plaintext space is included in the group, then the cryptosystem is IND-CPA secure.

A detailed discussion about elliptic curve cryptography is out of the scope of this report, therefore we again state without proof that the DDH problem is hard for the group generated by the ElGamal cryptosystem, i.e. the subgroup generated by \( G \in E \), and the plaintext space is included in the aforementioned group. We conclude that it is impossible to determine the plaintext of a ciphertext by looking at it. This property is particularly important when encrypting Bloom filters, presented in Section 2.5. Indeed, thanks to the IND-CPA property, we are sure that it is impossible to tell if an entry in the filter contains 0 or 1.

### 2.3 Threshold ElGamal cryptosystem

The goal of a threshold scheme for public-key encryption \[26\] is to allow a group of parties to encrypt a message, whose decryption requires the cooperation of at least a threshold number of participants, so that no minority is able to perform this operation by themselves. To achieve this goal, a shared public key \( K \) is generated, but the corresponding private key \( k \) is never computed. Instead, every party has a share \( s_i \), where \( i \) indicates the
participant, and only the combination of a threshold number of these shares allows the decryption of a ciphertext encrypted with $K$. Security properties of the cryptosystem must be ensured even in the presence of malicious contributions to the key generation. A threshold cryptosystem is therefore composed of two main protocols:

- a key generation protocol to generate the shared public key and the shares of the distributed private key for each participant.

- a decryption protocol to jointly decrypt a ciphertext without reconstructing the private key. This protocol should be successful only if a threshold number of parties collaborate.

For the ElGamal cryptosystem described in the previous section, a solution for the first protocol has been proposed by Gennaro et al. [33], while for the second we use the approach described in [18].

**Distributed key generation** The key generation protocol proposed by Gennaro et al. in [33] is an improvement over the protocol proposed by Pedersen [50]. The protocol starts by running a commitment phase where each party $P_i$ commits to a $t$-degree polynomial ($t$ being the threshold of the scheme) $f_i(s)$, for $s \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*$, whose constant term $f_i(0) = s_i$ is the random contribution of $P_i$ to the jointly generated private key $k$. The realization of this commitment phase is based on the verifiable secret sharing (VSS) protocol proposed by Pedersen [49], which ensures that once the commitment stage is terminated the secret key $k$ is fixed and cannot be modified by any malicious party. Moreover, at the end of this VSS protocol, each honest party produces an equal set of so-called qualified servers $QUAL$, thereby excluding malicious party from further participating in the key generation protocol. After the value $k$ is determined, the public key $K = kG$ is computed in an efficient and secure way, without actually computing the secret value $k$. This is done by running another VSS protocol between the qualified parties. Finally, the shared public key is:

$$K = \sum_{i \in QUAL} z_i G.$$  

We stress that the private key $k$ such that $K = kG$ is never reconstructed by the parties.

---

$^2$Gennaro and coauthors show that the protocol suggested by Pedersen does not guarantee a uniform random distribution for the generated key. They however prove that the Pedersen’s protocol is secure for schemes whose security is proven to be equivalent to the hardness of computing DLOG, such as ElGamal. However, we decide to use the protocol proposed in [33] to have a more robust DKG protocol, e.g. in case we want to extend DecenArch, and for historical reasons. For an in-depth explanation about the limitations of Pedersen’s proposal see [33].
Decryption  To decrypt a ciphertext \((R,C) = (rG,p + rK)\), where \(K\) is the shared public key, without reconstructing the shared private key \(k\), each party decrypts the ciphertext with its own share and sends the partial decryption to the leader. If the leader receives at least a threshold number of partial decryptions, it can reconstruct the original plaintext using Lagrange interpolation, as highlighted in [18]. Note that we have to be sure that the party indeed sends a correct partial decryption and not some garbage value. This would result in a wrong Lagrange interpolation and therefore a wrong reconstruction result. A solution is to use a DLEQ proof, presented in the next section, to prove that the party knows the private share \(z_i\) [18] and performed the partial decryption using the correct ciphertext. We do not go into the details of this DLEQ proof since we introduce this concept later and the proof construction is similar to the content proof construction, also introduced in the next section. The interested leader should refer to [18, 58].

2.4 Proofs of knowledge for equality of discrete logarithms

We present here one of the most important building blocks of DecenArch, namely the zero-knowledge [35] proof for the equality of discrete logarithm (DLEQ). The goal of this proof is that, given two elliptic curve points \(xG\) and \(xH\), one can check that \(\log_G xG = \log_H xH\), without revealing the secret value \(x\). The efficient protocol to build this proof is a \(\Sigma\)-protocol [20] due to Chaum and Pedersen [14], which works as follows:

1. Alice chooses a commitment \(v\) and sends \(a = vG\) and \(b = vH\) to Bob.
2. Bob chooses a random challenge \(c \in \mathbb{Z}_q^*\) and sends it to Alice.
3. Alice sends \(r = v + cx \mod q\) to Bob.
4. Bob checks that \(a = vG = rG + c(xG)\) and \(b = vH = rH + c(xH)\)

For implementation purposes, the protocol is turned into a non-interactive proof using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic3 [29].

Thanks to the DLEQ proof we can prove that a ciphertext is the encryption of either a message \(m_0\) or a message \(m_1\). This is important to prove the content of encrypted Bloom filters (see Section 2.5). Suppose we have two elliptic curve points \(P_{m_0}\) and \(P_{m_1}\), where \(P_{m_0}\) and \(P_{m_1}\) are appropriate mappings from \(m_0\) and \(m_1\) to \(E\), respectively. We want a proof that a ciphertext is the encryption of one of the two values and nothing else. Clearly, decrypting the ciphertext is not an option and the proof should not

3Note that the security of the Fiat-Shamir heuristic is proved in the random oracle model and here a hash function combined with an extensible output function is used to instantiate the random oracle. A discussion about this instantiation step is out of the scope of this report, for further information about the subject see [8, 62] and the dleq package in Kyber [23].
reveal anything about which value as been encrypted. Consider an ElGamal
ciphertext of the following form

\[(R, C) = (rG, P_m + rK), \quad \text{with } P_m \in \{P_{m0}, P_{m1}\}\]

To show that the pair \((K, C)\) is the encryption of either \(P_0\) or \(P_1\) without
revealing which one, it is sufficient to produce a DLEQ proof indicating that

\[\log_G R = \log_K rK.\]

Note that the secret value of this proof is the blinding factor \(r\), known only
to the encrypting party. The verifier then can check proof with two different
inputs, namely

\[\log_G R = \log_K C - P_0 \quad \lor \quad \log_G R = \log_K C - P_1.\]

If the prover is honest, exactly one of the verifications return true by con-
struction. The verifier can check the statement because he knows \((R, C)\),
which is the ciphertext, and the points representing the two messages sup-
posed to be encrypted, i.e. \(P_0\) and \(P_1\). Note that this proof must be generated
for every ciphertext and this results in a vector of proofs when dealing with
encrypted Bloom filters, presented in the next section. We refer to this proof
as content proof in the rest of the report.

2.5 Bloom filter

Bloom filters are probabilistic space efficient data structures allowing for
membership queries over a given set \([10]\). A Bloom filter uses \(k\) hash func-
tions \(h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_k\) to hash elements from a set \(S\) with cardinality \(n\) into a
\(m\)-bit vector \(V\), where \(h_i : S \rightarrow [0, m]\), for \(i = 1, \ldots, k\). To insert an element
\(s \in S\) in the filter, the bits at positions \(h_1(s), \ldots, h_k(s)\) in the vector are set.
To test for membership, the element is again hashed into \(k\) indices with the
same \(k\) hash functions. If the bits of all \(k\) indices are set, then the element
is in the set; if at least one of the \(k\) bits are unset, then the test return
false. Note that thanks to the optimization technique presented by Kirsch
and Mitzenmacher in \([40]\), two hash functions are sufficient to compute the
\(k\) indices. For the Bloom filter of DECENARCH, two cryptographic secure
hash functions are used. This is important to fulfill the security and privacy
requirements of the system, as we will explain later. It is important to note
that this data structure allows a probability of a false positive error, i.e. a
membership test can return a positive result for an element \(z \notin S\), but no
false negative error. The impact of a non-zero false positive probability on
the design of DECENARCH is discussed later in the report. The probabil-
ity of error is defined by the filter’s false positive rate \(\epsilon\). Observe that the
probability that a specific bit is still 0 after inserting \( n \) elements in a vector of size \( m \) is exactly
\[
\left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right)^{kn}.
\]
Therefore the probability that \( k \) specific bits are set to 1 is
\[
\epsilon = \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right)^{kn} \right)^k \approx \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{kn}{m}} \right)^k.
\]
This equation is minimized by \( k = \frac{m}{n} \ln 2 \). Therefore, after some computations, we have the following closed formulae for the optimal \( m \) and \( k \) given the cardinality \( n \) of set and the false positive rate \( \epsilon \):
\[
m = -\frac{n \ln \epsilon}{(\ln 2)^2}, \quad k = \frac{m}{n} \ln 2.
\]

The limitation of classical Bloom filters is that they can represent only sets and not multisets. Since we want to work with a threshold approach, we need to find a way to count how many times an element has been added to a filter. The solution to this constraint are spectral Bloom filters [16], an extension of the classical Bloom filter to multisets, which allows to estimate the multiplicity of an element with a small error probability. A spectral Bloom filter replaces the \( m \)-bit vector \( V \) with a vector of \( m \) counters, \( C \). All the counters in \( C \) are initially unset and when inserting an item \( s \) we increase the counters \( C_{h_1(s)}, \ldots, C_{h_k(s)} \) by 1. Therefore, the spectral Bloom filter stores the multiplicity of each item. To estimate the multiplicity of an element \( s \) in the spectral Bloom filter, we use the minimum selection estimator [16], i.e. the multiplicity of \( s \) is given by \( \min_{i=1}^k C_{h_i(s)} \). Note that also in this case we can have a false positive error, whose probability is the same as classical Bloom filters [16]. Since a classical Bloom filter is basically a spectral Bloom filter with a maximal counter value of one, we sometimes omit the word spectral.

The encryption of a Bloom filter, both classical and spectral, is defined as the separate encryption of each counter composing the filter. Let \( B \) be a spectral filter, then
\[
\text{Enc}_K(B) = [\text{Enc}_K(C_1), \ldots, \text{Enc}_K(C_m)].
\]

2.6 Collective signature

For reasons which will be clear later, for DECENARCH we need a scalable and efficient cryptographic primitive implementing multisignatures [46]. We use CoSi [61], which enables a leader to request the collective signature of a message to a group of servers, or witnesses. We give here a high-level
presentation of CoSi, and we let the interested reader refer to [61] for more
details.

CoSi is build on one of the simplest and oldest signature schemes: the
Schnorr signature algorithm [57], which supports multisignatures. Schnorr
signing can be viewed as a Σ-protocol [20], i.e. a three-move protocol, which
is made non-interactive using the Fiat-Shamir heuristic [29]. We explain
shortly how Schnorr multisignatures on elliptic curve works, while we let
the interested reader refer to the appropriate paper for Schnorr signatures.

Consider a group of \( N \) signers with individual private keys \( k_1, \ldots, k_n \) and the
corresponding public keys \( K_1 = k_1 G, \ldots, K_N = k_N G \). The aggregate public
key is computed from the individual keys as \( K = \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_i G = G \sum_{i=1}^{N} k_i \).

To sign a message \( M \), the \( N \) signers adopt the following procedure. Each
signer \( i \) chooses a random and uniformly distributed secret \( r_i \) and shares
the commit \( R_i = r_i G \) with the other parties. The leader collects all the
\( N \) commits, computes a collective commit \( R = \sum_{i=1}^{N} R_i \) and use a crypto-
graphic secure hash function to compute the challenge \( c = H(R || M) \), where
\( || \) indicates concatenation. The leader broadcasts the challenge \( c \) to all the
signers, each of whom computes its share \( s_i = r_i - c k_i \) and sends it back
to the leader. Finally, the leader computes the aggregation of the shares
\( s = \sum_{i=1}^{N} s_i \) and outputse the collective signature \((s, c)\). The verification
of the signature can be done using the classical Schnorr signature verification
algorithm.

To make multisignatures scale to a large group of participants, CoSi
split the communication and computation costs of generating multisig-
natures across a tree, which has height three in the implementation [22] used
by DECEARCH. To collectively sign a message \( M \), the following protocol
is executed on the tree:

1. Announcement: The leader sends the announcement containing the
message \( M \) to be signed down to the tree.

2. Commitment: Starting from the leaves, each node computes its in-
dividual commit and sends it to the parent. Each parent computes
aggregate the commits of the children with its own commit and passes
the aggregation up to its parent, unless it is the leader. Therefore, the
root receives an aggregate commitment from all nodes of the three.

3. Challenge: The leader computes a collective challenge and sends it
down to the three.

4. Response: In a final bottom-up phase, each leaf send its individual
response to its parent. Each parent aggregate the individual responses
from the children with its own individual response and passes the
aggregation up to its parent, unless it is the leader. The final signature
is finally outputed by the leader.
Note that, for signature verification the public key of the witnesses should be known. Moreover, if a witness is offline during the signing process or refuses to sign a message, the signature resulting from the above protocol will contain metadata that documents the circumstance.

2.7 Skipchain

To securely store the retrieved webpages, DecenArch relies on an immutable distributed ledger. In particular, DecenArch uses a skipchain, an authenticated data structure introduced by Kirill et al. [47] which combines ideas from skip lists and blockchains. The main difference between a normal blockchain and a skipchain is the presence of forward links, together with the classical backward links. As in regular blockchains, backward links are cryptographic hashes of previous blocks, while forward links are cryptographic signatures of next blocks, added retroactively when the target block is appended to the chain. Skipchains are designed to allow an efficient traversal of short or long distances thanks to the presence of multi-hops links, both in forward and backward direction. The consensus algorithm used by the ledger is ByzCoinX [42] developed by Kokoris Kogias et al., which is an improved version of BFTCoSi introduced in ByzCoin [41]. ByzCoinX uses Byzantine consensus to allow immediate transaction validation, thereby efficiently ensuring a single consistent timeline. An in-depth explanation of the ByzCoinX algorithm is out of the scope of this report and the interested reader should refer to the appropriate papers.

Note that for DecenArch we actually use a skipchain as a regular blockchain, since we only need the regular backward and single-hop links. However, since this project is developed within the DEDIS lab, we stick to the previous work produced by the lab. Because of our basic usage the powerful skipchain, in the rest of the report we use skipchain and blockchain interchangeably to refer to the immutable ledger used by DecenArch.

3 System and threat models

3.1 System model

Our system, as depicted in Figure 4 consists of four main entities:

- the user asking to save or retrieve a webpage;
- the web server on which the webpage is hosted;
- the conodes responsible for retrieving and archiving the webpages (the blue square in Figure 4). We refer to this roster as the DecenArch roster, and we denote the number of servers composing it with \( n_d \). The servers of this roster are sometimes referred to as archiving conodes.
Figure 4: DECENARCH model, with the four entities highlighted. The bold coloured arrow between the two entities indicates a communication between entity, while the thin arrows represent a communication between two machines. In this example we have $n_d = 5$ and $n_s = 4$. Image adapted from [52].

- The conodes responsible for handling the skipchain (the green square in Figure 4). We refer to this roster as the skipchain roster, and we denote the number of servers composing it with $n_s$.

The flow between the different entities can be described as follows. The user provides a URL to the DECENARCH roster, which request the webpage pointed by the URL from the web server and reach a consensus on a unified view. This view includes the CSS files and the images attached to the webpage. Once the consensus is reached, its result is verified and signed by the archiving servers. Finally, the data are stored on the immutable distributed ledger, handled by the appropriate roster. Anyone can then securely retrieve the view from the ledger, by submitting the URL and an optional timestamp to the skipchain roster. Once the data are retrieved
from the ledger, the signature attached to them is verified and if it is valid, the reconstructed webpage is sent to the user.

It is important to note that the two different rosters can be composed of the same machines, or one roster can be a subset of another roster. Moreover, when we indicate a communication between two entities, it may happen that the communication takes effectively place between only two machines, but in this case the machine is seen as being part of an entity, i.e. the machine involved in the communication could potentially be replaced by any other machine that is part of the entity.

We now discuss the functionalities that DecenArch must provide along with its security and privacy requirements.

**Functionality** DecenArch must permit to store any webpage accessible on the World Wide Web by providing its URL. The data to be stored are determined by a consensus protocol executed by the conodes of the DecenArch roster. The consensus is computed for the main HTML file, for the CSS files attached to it and for all the images of the page. We do not require DecenArch to reach a consensus, and therefore to store, any other file present in the webpage, e.g. a video. The consensus for the webpage and its additional data is defined as a threshold set-union over the content retrieved by every conode. Content viewed only by a number of conodes smaller that the threshold should not appear in the consensus result. Prior to storage, the view of the consensus should be verified and signed by all the servers in the DecenArch roster. Moreover, DecenArch should allow anyone to retrieve a previously saved webpage, at any time and from any location. If a page is saved multiple times, a user should be able to provide a timestamp to identify the correct version of the page. The webpage stored closer to the timestamp should be returned.

**Security and privacy** The consensus algorithm used by DecenArch should guarantee the correctness of the result in the Byzantine model [42], where less than \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the participating servers are malicious and collude to alter the output of the algorithm. DecenArch should protect the privacy of the conodes involved in the archiving process. This means that an attacker, who can be an external entity, a single conode or a group of colluding conodes, is able to see only the data included in the final consensus view, while the data seen only by a single conode are never disclosed. The data must be collectively signed prior storage to allow later inspection. DecenArch should be publicly verifiable, i.e. it should allow any entity to check the correctness of the system’s computations even after these have been performed.

---

4Due to the difficulty to agree on a common definition, we refer in this work to the definition of privacy given by prof. Hubaux in the course Advanced Topics on Privacy Protection at EPFL: “Privacy is the ability of individuals to determine when, how and to what extent information and data about themselves is revealed to others.”
Finally, DECENARCH should protect the integrity of the data resulting from the consensus protocol, which cannot be modified.

3.2 Threat model

We present here DECENARCH’s threat model by discussing the role of and the assumptions about each entity in the system.

**DecenArch roster**  We assume that a threshold $t_d > \frac{2}{3}n_d$ of the $n_d$ conodes in the roster responsible for executing the retrieve and save protocols are honest, meaning that less than $t_d$, i.e. less than $\frac{1}{3}n_d$ are compromised and can collude to tamper with the saving or retrieving process. We indicate the number of malicious servers in the DECENARCH roster with $m_d$. In particular, the malicious conodes can interfere with the consensus process to implant and/or remove information with respect to the consensus reached in the ideal world, where all the servers are honest and functioning. Moreover, since the same conodes responsible for the consensus protocol participate in the collective signing of the consensus view, the malicious cothority servers can interfere with the signature process, e.g. by trying to convince honest conodes to sign something different from an ideal world consensus result.

**Skipchain roster**  The roster responsible for handling the immutable distributed ledger, i.e. the skipchain, is viewed and use as a black box by DECENARCH. Therefore, we use the same threat model as the one presented in the CHAINIAC paper [47], in which skipchains are introduced. Given the number $n_s$ of servers in the skipchain roster, among which $m_s$ are malicious, we require that $n_s \geq 3 \cdot m_s + 1$, otherwise the consistency of the timeline is not guaranteed. Note that this bound on malicious servers is the same as the one required for the DECENARCH roster. For an in-depth discussion about the adversarial assumptions for skipchains see [47, 41].

**Data providers**  Data providers can be malicious. In particular, they may censor the content on the basis of the origin of the requests, e.g. by removing some content from the webpage is the request comes from a specified range of IP addresses. Moreover, the data providers can collude with the malicious servers of the DECENARCH roster to break the security and privacy guarantees of the system.

An attack on DECENARCH is successful if an attacker succeeds in accomplishing at least one of the following:

- Provide evidence that a conode has seen a given HTML leaf by looking at the consensus material produced by the conode and its peers.
Implant one or more leaves in the consensus HTML page that would not have been present in the consensus reached by a roster composed of only fully-honest and functioning nodes.

Remove one or more leaves in the consensus HTML page that would have been present in the consensus reached by a roster composed of only fully-honest and functioning nodes.

Similarly, implant and/or remove one or more additional data that would, respectively would not, have been present in the consensus reached by a roster composed of only fully-honest and functioning conodes.

Once a consensus is reached and signed, temper with the consensus data, i.e. HTML page and additional data.

4 Overview of DecenArch

In order to achieve the security and privacy requirements introduced in Section 3.1, DecenArch is developed as a modular, decentralized and distributed system composed of different protocols. In this section we describe the different modules on which DecenArch is built upon.

4.1 Setup protocol

Two things are needed for DecenArch in order to run properly: a collective public key $K$ generated using the DKG protocol presented in Section 2.3 and a skipchain. During the setup phase a randomly selected conode acting as a leader starts the DKG protocol and initializes a new skipchain, i.e. it initializes the skipchain roster and creates a genesis block, which does not contain any data. We stress that the skipchain roster is independent of the DecenArch roster. In particular, the skipchain is initialized only once, while the DKG protocol generating the collective key for the servers of the DecenArch roster can be executed several times. Imagine for example that a conode joins the DecenArch roster later. In this case, a new DKG protocol must be executed, because the new conode need its private share of the never computed collective private key $k$ in order to take part to the consensus protocol. DecenArch handles this case and support the execution of several DKG protocols to cope with the joining of new servers.

4.2 Consensus protocol

4.2.1 Bottom-up phase

For the consensus protocol over structured data, i.e. over the HTML document, the conodes are structured to communicate in a 1-level tree (flat)
The archiving conodes are randomly inserted into the tree by the randomly selected root, which act as leader of the protocol. The protocol is started by the leader when the user initiates a save request by submitting to DECE-NArch the URL of the webpage he wants to be archived. Upon receiving the URL, the leader downloads the webpage and computes the optimal parameters for the Bloom filter (see Section 2.5). Table 1 shows the parameters for some unique leaves values. We will return on these numbers in Section 7, where we analyze the performance of DECE-NArch. Only the unique leaves of the HTML tree are used to compute the optimal parameters of the Bloom filter, since only these are stored in the filter by each conode. The leader then broadcast the announcement, containing the URL and the filter’s parameters to all the children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>1227</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2454</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>4908</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>9816</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>19631</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Bloom filters’ parameters for some unique leaves values. Recall that $m$ is the length of the filter and $k$ represents the number of hash functions.

When a node receives the announcement, it downloads the HTML content of the webpage and extracts the unique leaves form the correspond-
The leaves are then inserted into a classical Bloom filter, constructed using the parameters specified by the leader. This procedure, depicted in Figure 5, is performed also by the root. All the nodes encrypt then the local filter with the collective public key $K$ as explained in Section 2.5. Moreover, they produce a cryptographic proof stating that every bucket of the encrypted filter contains either a 0 or a 1, i.e. the content proof for the filter. Recall that the encryption of a filter is defined as the separate encryption of each value of the filter. Therefore, to generate the content proof the node produces a non-interactive zero-knowledge proof for the equality of discrete logarithms (DLEQ), introduced in Section 2.4 for every ciphertext stating that \( \log_G R = \log_K rK \), where the ciphertext is \( (R, C) = (rG, P_M + rK) \). Finally, the filter is hashed and signed by the node using its own private key \( k_c \). Then, depending on its position in the tree, every node behaves as follows.

**Leaf node** The node sends the encrypted Bloom filter, the content proof and the signature of the hashed ciphertext to the leader of the protocol.

**Root node** The node waits for the consensus material of all its children. If a child does not send the material in a reasonable amount of time, a timeout is triggered and the child is ignored. Upon receiving all the inputs, the node iterates over them and performs the following. The content proof and the signature of the encrypted filter are verified. Recall that the content proof is composed of \( m \) DLEQ proofs, i.e. a proof for every ciphertext of the filter, stating that: \( \log_G R = \log_K rK \), where the ciphertext is \( (R, C) = (rG, P_M + rK) \). To verify the proof the leader uses the mapping function \( \text{map} \) to compute \( P_0 \) and \( P_1 \), which are the mappings of 0 and 1, respectively. Then it verifies the DLEQ proof produced by the child with two different inputs, namely

\[
\log_G R = \log_K C - P_0 \quad \vee \quad \log_G R = \log_K C - P_1.
\]

If the child is honest, one of these checks returns true. Indeed, suppose that the ciphertext encrypts \( P_0 \), then

\[
\log_G R = \log_K C - P_0 \implies \log_G R = \log_K P_0 + rK - P_0 \\
\implies \log_G R = \log_K rK,
\]

which is true by construction.

If the verifications are successful, the encrypted filter is added to the leader’s filter, by leveraging the additive homomorphic property of the elliptic curve ElGamal cryptosystem (see Section 2.2). On the other hand, if the verification fails, the contribution is ignored. The leader sets the ciphertext for the verification of the child’s content proof to the received encrypted filter. Once all the children Bloom filters have been added, the node produce
the zero-knowledge proof for the aggregation. This proof consists in publishing all the received encrypted Bloom filters, the local filter of the leader and the result of their sum. Table 2 shows the aggregation proof, where the contributions are the encrypted filters of all the children, i.e. $\text{Enc}_K(B_{c_1}), \ldots, \text{Enc}_K(B_{c_n})$, together with the contribution of the root, i.e. $\text{Enc}_K(B_r)$, and the aggregation is the sum of all the contributions, computed using the additive homomorphic properties of the cryptosystem. Due to the semantic security of the ElGamal cryptosystem, publishing the ciphertexts does not leak any information about the corresponding plaintexts. In order to verify an aggregation proof, a verifier can simply compute the sum of all the ciphertexts, as shown for the aggregation in Table 2, and check that the result corresponds to the published result. Finally, the root collects the proof material, i.e. content proof and ciphertext signature, of all the children, add its own material, i.e. content proof, signature and aggregation proof, and broadcast the complete proofs of the consensus protocol to all the leaves.

### 4.2.2 Top-down phase, or decryption protocol

Once the consensus has reached the root of the tree, we have an encrypted spectral Bloom filter containing the contributions of all nodes. To decrypt the filter the decryption protocol for threshold ElGamal cryptosystem (see Section 2.3) is used. The root sends the ciphertext to each archiving server, which in turn decrypts the ciphertext with its own share of the private collective key $k$. The server sends the partial decryption and the DLEQ proofs for the correctness of the decryption to the leader, which accepts the partial decryption only if the proof is valid, otherwise the contribution is ignored. Finally, the root reconstructs the consensus Bloom filter using Lagrange interpolation.

Once the consensus Bloom filter has been reconstructed, the leader reconstructs the HTML code of the webpage. To accomplish this, the leader takes its local HTML tree and iterates over all the leaves. If the multiplicity of a leave in the consensus filter is equal or greater the threshold $t_d$, the leave is added to the consensus HTML tree. We use $t_d$ as threshold because it represents the number of honest servers in the roster. Once the leaves of the leader’s local tree have been verified, the resulting tree is parsed into a
proper HTML document. As the reader can imagine, this procedure inserts in the consensus HTML tree only the laves present in the leader’s local tree. We discuss this crucial point further in Section 8.5.

4.2.3 Consensus for additional data

After the consensus for the HTML document, the consensus protocol for unstructured data, i.e. CSS files and images, is executed. The protocol used by DecenArch is exactly the same as the one used by DIA, presented in Section 2.1. Essentially the algorithm consists in sharing the hash of the image or CSS file and including in the consensus result only the data whose hash appears at least a threshold number of times. We stress that there is no verification on the additional data inserted in the consensus result by the leader. We discuss this issue in Section 8.7. Refer to Section 2.1 and to Plancherel’s report [52] for details about the consensus algorithm for CSS external resources.

4.3 Signing protocol

Once a consensus has been reached and the corresponding webpage reconstructed by the leader, the HTML code and the external resources must be verified and cosigned by the archiving servers using CoSi [61], presented in Section 2.6.

Every conode agrees to sign only if the data to be signed satisfies a so-called verification function. This function allows the signer to check that the page reconstructed by the leader is the result of a correct consensus protocol. The verification for the HTML code is composed of several steps. If at least one of these step fails, the conode refuses to sign.

- The position of the conode in the tree is verified. The root node must provide an aggregation proof, while leaf nodes must not. Therefore, the verifier must be sure about the position of the conode in the tree.

- The cryptographic proofs of all the peer conodes are verified. If at least one of these verification fails, the overall verification of the cryptographic proofs fails.

  - The signature of the encrypted Bloom filter is verified, thereby proving the identity of the conode producing the proofs, because it is the only one holding the private conode key $k_c$, and verifying that the ciphertext has not been tempered with (recall that ElGamal is malleable).

  - The content of the encrypted classical Bloom filter is verified. For every encrypted value of the filter, the node verifies that the plaintext value is either 0 or 1 using the content proof, as explained in Section 2.4.
Only for the root, the aggregation proof is verified. To be sure that all the inputs from the children are taken into account, the verifier first checks that its filter is correctly in the list of the contributions. Then the sum of all the children inputs together with the root’s contribution is compared to the final consensus filter provided by the leader, i.e. the aggregation.

- The unique leaves of the consensus HTML tree are compared against the unique leaves of the local tree, resulting from the download of the webpage by the conode. If the local set of leaves is a subset of the consensus set of leaves, the node passes to the next step, otherwise he refuses to sign.

- The unique leaves of the consensus HTML tree are compared against the final consensus spectral Bloom filter, by checking that the multiplicity of every leave in filter is at least equal to the threshold $t_d$.

- The work of the leader in reconstructing the final consensus filter is audited. The following verifications are performed.
  
  - Check that the aggregation of the leader corresponds to the encrypted filter sent by the root for the top-down phase of the consensus protocol, i.e. the decryption phase. Note that this verification is needed even if the aggregation proof has already been checked. Indeed, the root could provide a correct verification proof, but it could tamper with the consensus result before sending it to the children for the top-down phase.

  - Take all the partial decryptions of the final encrypted filter and check that the reconstruction has been performed correctly.

For DecenArch we use a threshold policy for the collective signing, namely if at least the given threshold number of conodes $t_d$ in the roster correctly sign the data, the signature will be considered valid during verification.

The current implementation does not include a verification function for unstructured data, which are therefore signed without any proof of correctness. This lack of verification has a number of reasons explained in Section 8.7.

Once the consensus page and its additional data are passed through the signing protocol, we can add them to the skipchain. The webpage and its additional resources are sent to the skipchain roster, which compresses everything using with Gzip and adds the data on a new block of the ledger. We stress that HTML code, CSS files and images are stored on a single block. Here terminates the process for saving a webpage inside DecenArch.
4.4 Retrieval protocol

The retrieval protocol aims at providing a tool to retrieve a webpage stored on the immutable distributed ledger at a given time. The protocol is initiated by the user, which submits a URL and a timestamp to DecenArch using the provided API. If the timestamp is left blank, the current time is used. Upon receiving the URL and the timestamp, the DecenArch roster forwards them to the skipchain roster. The servers handling the skipchain look for the right block, by iterating from the latest block down to the genesis, in the worst case. For each block the data are first decompressed, then the URL and the timestamp contained in the block are compared with the URL and timestamp submitted by the user. If the URL matches and if the provided timestamp is after the stored timestamp, the page and all the additional data, which are stored on the same block, are returned to the DecenArch roster. Note that by default the most recent stored version of the page is returned, since the current time is used if the timestamp is not provided.

Once the DecenArch roster receives the data and the signatures, the latter are verified and if they are valid, the retrieved webpage is forwarded to the client. Recall that we use a threshold policy for the collective signature of the stored data, meaning that at least a threshold number of conodes are required to correctly cosign.

The DecenArch client receives the data and stores them in the user file system. Finally, the client outputs the local path of the requested page to the user.

5 Security and privacy analysis

In this section, we informally analyze the security and privacy requirements of DecenArch against the threat model introduced in Section 3.2. In particular, we show that an attacker cannot accomplish any of the attacks introduced in the same section. We thereby assume that the adversary is computationally bounded, all the cryptographic primitives used are secure, the private keys are correctly handled and the Byzantine assumption about honest and malicious servers introduced in Section 3.2 are fulfilled.

5.1 Privacy for conodes

As said before, one successful attack is to provide evidence that a conode has seen a given HTML leaf by looking at the consensus material produced by the victim conode or other conodes. If a successful implementation of this attack is possible, DecenArch does not meet one of the security requirements, i.e. privacy for the conodes.
As mentioned in Section 4, every bit of the classical Bloom filter locally produced by a conode is encrypted using ElGamal. Since, as explained in Section 2.2, ElGamal is IND-CPA secure it is impossible for an attacker to tell if a given entry in the Bloom filter contains a 0 or a 1. Therefore, it is impossible to tell whether a conode has inserted a specific leaf in his encrypted filter. One may argue that the Bloom filter can also be decrypted, but since we use a threshold cryptosystem the collaboration of at least a threshold number of nodes is necessary to successfully decrypt a ciphertext. By assumption a threshold number of conodes are, thus we can conclude that the only decrypted ciphertext is the spectral Bloom filter resulting from the consensus algorithm.

Another critical point is the content proof, which proves the content of the filter produced by each conode. As explained in Section 2.4, this proof is zero-knowledge [35], meaning that nothing is revealed about the value being proved. This ensures that also the proof does not leak anything about which content the conode included in the filter.

An additional discussion is needed for the spectral Bloom filter computed by the root, which is the result of the consensus algorithm. Indeed, this filter will be jointly decrypted by the conodes in order to reconstruct the HTML consensus page. In this case, the homomorphic addition of all the contributions decouples any relation between the participants and the content of their local filters. So it is impossible to gain information about the root’s view by looking at the output of the consensus protocol. Note that the only way to recover a conode’s contribution from the result of the consensus protocol is to subtract all except one contribution. But, since the honest nodes do not disclose their unencrypted filters, this attack is infeasible.

We conclude that DecenArch protect the privacy of the cothority servers participating in the consensus protocol.

5.2 Consensus correctness

The most critical part of DecenArch is the consensus algorithm, which should ensure correctness even in presence of a limited number of malicious and colluding conodes. We show in this section that is impossible for an attacker, or a group of attackers, to implant and/or remove one or more leaves in the consensus HTML page that would have been present, respectively not present, in the consensus reached by an ideal roster.

5.2.1 Censorship impossibility

We show in this section that censoring one or more HTML nodes is impossible for a single conode or a group of conodes. We first analyze the case of a single malicious server and then the case of a colluding group of malicious conodes.
Imagine a single malicious node, the goal of which is to censor the content of the webpage. We show that it is impossible for the node to achieve its goal by analyzing two different cases, namely the conode is a leaf or the root of the three.

**Leaf** The only thing a leaf can do to censor an HTML node is to avoid inserting the node into its filter. The leaf can also send a completely empty Bloom filter to try to censor everything. Since the leaf should provide a proof about the content of the Bloom filter, no values different from 1 and 0 can be inserted into the filter. In particular, no negative values can be inserted into the filter. During the reconstruction phase, HTML nodes appearing at least a threshold number of times in the spectral Bloom filter are considered, therefore we conclude that a single leaf cannot remove any content from the final consensus result.

**Root** We analyze here to role of a malicious root node. As before, the goal of the root is to censor some content in the final consensus view. The most trivial attack is to simply add content to the consensus webpage proposed to the children for the signing phase. This attack however fails, because the list of unique leaves of the proposed HTML document is not a superset of the list of leaves locally stored by each conode. Thanks to the verification function in the signing procedure, the honest conodes detect this error and refuse to sign. Since the signature uses a threshold policy, the roster does not sign the webpage proposed by the malicious leader and nothing is stored on the skipchain. The malicious leader can also produce an empty or partial filter, but as shown for the malicious leaf case this is not effective. Another plan of attack for the root is to modify the contributions of the children. However, modification, e.g. by exploiting the malleability of ElGamal, is detected during verification since every encrypted filter is signed using the Schnorr signature algorithm [57]. Another possible attack is to ignore the children contributions. To ignore a contribution, the root do not add it to the consensus filter and remove it from the aggregation proof. However, also this attack is detected during verification. Indeed, as presented in Section 4, every leaf node checks that the aggregation proof contains its correct encrypted filter. Therefore, it is impossible for the root to ignore the contributions of the children without being caught. If the root trivially produce a tailored filter for the decryption part while having a correct aggregation proof, the attack is detected because the ciphertext proposed for the decryption phase is compared against the aggregate result contained in the aggregation proof. We have shown that it is impossible for the root to ignore or tamper with the children’s contribution. Moreover, the attack techniques presented for a leaf node are ineffective also for the root conode. We conclude that the root alone cannot censor the consensus result.
We move now to the more interesting case of several malicious conodes colluding to censor the result of the consensus protocol. Imagine a number \( m_d < \frac{1}{3} n_d \), where \( n_d \) is the size of the DECENARCH roster, of malicious conode collude. If these conodes are not connected in the three, the multiple malicious nodes case boils down to the single malicious node. We therefore introduce the concept of malicious path, indicating that the corrupted nodes are connected in the tree network topology used for the consensus protocol. Suppose that the root and at least one child are malicious, i.e. there is a malicious path of colluding nodes, the aim of which is to censor the output of the consensus protocol. The attacks presented above are ineffective also in the multiple malicious servers case. In order to censor the content the colluding servers must tamper with the proofs of the resulting algorithm. The malicious leaf produces a correct filter and all the corresponding proofs, but sends also a corrupted Bloom filter, e.g. containing negative integers, to the malicious leader. Since TLS can be used for the communication inside the DECENARCH roster, we cannot control what is exchanged between the compromised conodes. Once the consensus material reach the root, the root itself uses the corrupted filter to produce the final spectral Bloom filter together, while the correct one is used for all the necessary proofs. Suppose that the malicious nodes sign the result, because they know it has been tempered with. The honest conodes will check all the cryptographic proofs, which are valid by construction. However, cryptographic proofs are not the only verification means used by honest conodes. As presented in Section 4.3, the unique leaves of the consensus HTML tree are compared against the unique leaves of the local HTML tree. If the local set of leaves is a subset of the consensus set of leaves, the conode accept to sign, otherwise it refuses. Suppose now that some HTML node is present in the local tree of all the honest cothority servers, but it has been censored from the consensus view by the malicious conodes. All honest codes refuse in this case to sign, because the HTML node is missing from the consensus proposal. Since we use a threshold policy for the signing protocol, the signature will be refused by the DECENARCH roster.

We have shown that even for a group of colluding conodes organized in a malicious path is impossible to censor content during the consensus protocol. The above analysis allows us to conclude that DECENARCH achieve 
\textit{censorship resistance}. We move now to the specular problem, namely implanting content in the output of the consensus phase.

\subsection*{5.2.2 Implantation impossibility}

We show in this section that implanting one or more HTML nodes is impossible for a single conode or a group of conodes. As before, we first analyze the single compromised conode case and then the case of a colluding group of conodes.
Imagine a single malicious node, whose goal is to implant content in the consensus result. We analyze again two cases, namely the conode is a leaf in the network topology or the conode is the root of the topology.

**Leaf** The only strategy for a leaf to implant some HTML content in the consensus result is to produce a spectral Bloom filter containing the threshold value in the buckets to which the HTML content is hashed. This attack strategy is however immediately detected by the leader, because the content proof is verified with the received encrypted filter.

**Root** We analyze now the role of a malicious leader. The most trivial attacks is to simply add some content to the HTML code proposed to the children for the signing phase. This trivial attack fails, because each child checks if every leaf of HTML tree is indeed in the consensus Bloom filter. If it is not the case, the conode refuses to sign. As explained before, modifying the children contributions, e.g. by multiplying every encrypted counter by a scalar, is not an option, since all the encrypted vectors are signed. Another possible attack strategy for the root is to produce two filters, one containing only 0s and 1s and the other containing corrupted values. The correct filter is used for the proof material, while the malicious one is injected into the consensus spectral filter. This behaviour is not detected by the verification of the cryptographic proof, since the classical Bloom filter for the verification of the content proof is set directly by the malicious leader, because he does not have a parent. Nevertheless, the malicious behaviour is detected when the (honest) conodes audit the work of the leader. As presented in Section 4, one of the step of the audit consists in verifying that the sum of the contributions in the verification proof corresponds with the encrypted filter sent to the nodes for the decryption phase. If the malicious root adopt the two filters attack, the check of the children fails and therefore they refuse to sign the consensus result. We conclude that the leader alone cannot implant content in the consensus result.

We move now to the more interesting case of several malicious conodes colluding to implant content in the result of the consensus protocol. Imagine a number $m_d < \frac{1}{3} n_d$ of malicious conode collude. If these conodes are not connected in the three, the multiple malicious nodes boils down to the single malicious node. Imagine that the root and at least on child are malicious, i.e. there is a malicious path of colluding nodes, the aim of which is to implant content in the output of the consensus algorithm. The only solution is again to try to tamper with the proofs of the consensus protocol. The malicious leaf produces two filters, a correct and a malicious one, e.g. by setting every counter to the threshold $t_d$. As regards the leader, he creates a correct filter for itself and uses the leaf’s correct one for the proof, while
the incorrect filter is used for the aggregation of the contributions. This attack is not detected by the cryptographic proofs, since they are all valid by construction. However, the audit on the work of the leader detects that the proposed final consensus filter is not the result of the sum of all the aggregations and therefore the (honest) nodes refuses to sign. We have shown that even a group of colluding conodes organized in a malicious path is unable to implant content in the result of the consensus algorithm.

To conclude, the analysis of this section shows that correctness is guaranteed by the consensus algorithm of DecenArch even in presence of a bounded number of malicious participants.

5.3 Integrity of archived data

One of the goal of DecenArch is to fight censorship, by allowing everyone to permanently store and access any webpage. It is however essential to ensure that a stored webpage, together with its additional data, could not be modified. Since DecenArch uses a skipchain [47] to store the webpage, the additional data and the signatures associated to them, we can conclude that the integrity of the stored consensus result is guaranteed thanks to the immutable distributed ledger. Note that in order to improve the efficiency of DecenArch, we could store all the data but the signatures on a peer-to-peer system such as BitTorrent. We further discuss this possibility in Section 8.8.

6 Prototype implementation

We implemented DecenArch in Go and made it publicly available, along with the instructions on how to install and run it, on GitHub:

https://github.com/dedis/student_18_decenar

For the implementation we used existing open-source code, mainly developed by the DEDIS lab at EPFL. DecenArch is built upon the collective authority (cothority) project [21], which provides a framework for development, analysis and deployment of decentralized, distributed and cryptographic protocols [21]. This framework offers a huge list of building blocks, some of which are used by DecenArch: the cothority network library ONet [24], the skipchain [47] implementation [25] and the ftCoSi [61] implementation [22]. Moreover, DecenArch heavily relies on Kyber [23], the advanced crypto library for the Go language always developed and maintained by the team of DEDIS. For cryptography operations, DecenArch uses also the library based on Kyber developed by the authors of UNLynx [31], a decentralized system for privacy-conscious data sharing proposed by the LCA1 lab at EPFL. This library offers a high parallelization for costly
operations, e.g. the homomorphic addition of ElGamal ciphertexts, which greatly increase the efficiency of DecenArch. The Bloom filter library is partially based on the work of Will Fitzgerald [30]. The most important difference between our implementation and Fitzgerald’s one is the usage of secure cryptographic hash functions instead of non-cryptographic ones.

Bloom filters’ false positive rate is set to $\epsilon = 0.1$, which gives a good trade-off between probability of false positive and computational overhead. DecenArch uses the elliptic curve Ed25519 [9] with 128-bit security. The library implementing Bloom filters uses SHA-256 [59] and BLAKE2b [6], both implemented in the Go’s native crypto library. Communication between the different servers and the client relies on TCP with TLS, which is also used to download the webpage if the host supports it.

Even though the implementation is not yet in production quality and especially it has not been verified and audited yet, it is usable for experiments, evaluation and future work.

7 Performance evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of DecenArch. The simulations are all realized on two servers 24-core Intel Xeons at 2.5 Ghz with 256 GB of RAM, where using Mininet [2] we run up to 64 nodes with the delay between any two nodes set to 100ms. We evaluate here only the performance of the DecenArch roster, starting from the URL submission until the end of the signature process, since the skipchain handling is done by independent servers and is not the central part of this project. We do not include the time needed for the setup, i.e. DKG and skipchain initialization, because these operations are done only once and do not impact the goal of our simulations, i.e. an in-depth analysis of the DecenArch’s efficiency in archiving a webpage.

All the figures, except the second one, have a logarithmic scale and the results of these simulations are available on the GitHub repository of the project for further analysis.

7.1 Number of conodes

An important factor for DecenArch’s time complexity is the number of conodes in the roster. The simulation is realized using a fixed standardized webpage with 512 unique leaves and without additional data. Note that, as shown by Figure 7, more than 80% of the Alexa top 30000 websites have less than 512 unique leaves. Moreover, we do not include any additional data because the goal of this simulation is to test the efficiency of the performances of DecenArch on HTML documents. The results of the simulation are shown on Figure 6. The tests are performed 5 times for the same number of
Figure 6: Simulation on a standardized webpage with 512 unique leaves with different number of conodes.

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Number of hosts} & 7 & 16 & 32 & 64 \\
\text{Time [s]} & 68 & 209 & 625 & 2122 \\
\end{array}
\]

conodes and the average value is shown in the graph. The standard deviation is not shown because it is insignificant. From the graph we see that the complexity increases polynomially with the number of hosts. These results confirm also that most of the time is needed for the consensus agreement and the verification, while the decryption of the encrypted consensus filter and the reconstruction of the webpage take a time almost negligible with respect to the overall complexity.

We identify the best trade-off between efficiency and sufficient conodes diversity at 16 servers. We argue indeed that about 4 minutes are an acceptable time to store a webpage, while 16 hosts already guarantee a good security level. To break the security and privacy properties of DECENARCH, it is necessary to compromise at least 5 servers. If we ensure enough diversity between the different nodes, as discussed in Section 8.9 successfully attacking at least 5 of them can be considered difficult. For comparison, it is interesting to note that Tor \(^5\) relies on 10 so-called directory servers which are in charge of handling a directory of all the Tor relays. One of

\(^5\)The updated list of directory servers is available on Atlas: https://metrics.torproject.org/rs.html#search/flag:Authority. Moreover, the complete list of directory servers is hardcoded in Tor’s source code in the file src/or/auth_dirs.inc.
these servers (Bifroest) is used for bridge access, so for classical access there are only 9 servers. Since onion routers are included or excluded from the director by majority voting, it is sufficient to control 5 directory servers to include as many compromised onion routers in the final directory as the attacker wishes [27]. And 5 is exactly the number of hosts that needs to be compromised in order to alter the behaviour of DecenArch if 16 cothority servers are used. This comparison with one of the most widely used anonymity solutions confirms that 16 conodes already ensures a good level of security for our system. The discussion on the requirements about conodes and some possible solutions as future work is presented in Section 8.

Finally, note that even with 32 hosts, DecenArch takes a bit more than 10 minutes to reach and verify a consensus over the webpage content. This is quite slow, but it almost meets the 10-minute target set at the beginning of the project.

For the next simulations, where we analyze the impact of the webpage size on DecenArch and we run the system for 7 real-world webpages, 16 conodes are used.

7.2 Size of the webpage

![Figure 7: Empirical distribution function of the number of unique leaves in the Alexa top 30000 websites.](image)

This simulation aims at investigating the impact of the webpage size, i.e. the number of unique leaves in the HTML tree, on DecenArch. We first
analyze the Alexa top 30'000 webpages to understand how many unique leaves they have. Three outliers, two of which are Russian pornography webpages, with more than 10'000 unique leaves are removed from results. The empirical distribution function is shown in Figure 7. From the chart we can clearly see that 96% of the websites have at most 1'000 unique leaves and that almost 100% have less than 2'000 unique leaves. Note that 512 leaves have a percentile of 80% and this value is used in the previous section to measure the impact of the number of conodes on the system.

We use standardized webpages created for the purpose of these simulations\(^6\) whose source code is always of the form showed in Figure 8. The

```html
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<body>

<p>A leaf 1</p>
<p>A leaf 2</p>

</body>
</html>
```

Figure 8: Standardized HTML code to test webpage’s size impact on DecenArch.

different webpages have an increasing number of unique leaves, from 64 to 2048, to be consistent with the results of the analysis on the Alexa top 30'000 webpages. Moreover, the standardized pages do not contain any additional data. Note that here we focus exclusively on the consensus over structured data and over the decrypt, reconstruct and signature protocols. However, it must be said that DecenArch always parses the webpage to look for external links and a longer page will therefore result in a longer parsing time. Nonetheless, the parsing time is negligible compared to the time taken by the different phases presented in the graph. The results of the simulation is shown on Figure 9. The simulation is performed 5 times for the same webpage and the average value is shown in the graph; we do not show the standard deviation since it is insignificant.

Before going into the details of this simulation it is important to understand the relation between the number of unique leaves and the size of the Bloom filter. Indeed, once the HTML tree has been downloaded by a node and the unique leaves are added to the filter, the system only works with the latter. The HTML tree is used again only during the verification function in the signing phase. Therefore, the complexity of DecenArch

\(^6\)The HTML code for the webpages can be found here: https://github.com/dedis/student_18_decenar/tree/master/simulation/test_input/leaves
greatly depends on the size of the filter. Recall that given $l$ leaves and a false positive rate $\epsilon = 0.01$, the size of the filter is given by:

$$m = \frac{l \ln \epsilon}{(\ln 2)^2} \approx 2.08 \cdot l \cdot \ln \epsilon \approx 9.59 \cdot l$$

Therefore the size of the filter is about 10 times the number of leaves. This is relevant in particular if we consider that all the cryptographic operations, like homomorphic addition or zero knowledge proof creation, are performed on every single bucket of the filter.

From Figure 9 we see that the main components of DecenArch are the consensus and signing protocols. The costly part of the signing process is the verification function, which allows every node to verify the consensus result. The predominance of these two phases on the total time taken by the system is an expected result. During both protocols the nodes should execute a lot of expensive cryptographic operations, such as encrypt the local Bloom filter with ElGamal, create and verify the content proof for the encrypted filter and the root adds all the children contributions with its own local filter, using the additive homomorphic property of the used cryptosystem. Due to this complexity, it is very difficult to compute a precise bound for the different phases of DecenArch. As often during practical implementations, the
constants normally ignored in a theoretical analysis play a crucial role in the overall complexity of the system. Nevertheless, the empirical analysis clearly shows that the time complexity increases polynomially with the number of leaves. Even if a polynomial increase is not very good, we see that more than 80% of the webpages, i.e. up to 512 leaves, are stored by the system composed of 16 conodes in about 10 minutes. This is acceptable for an archive like DecenArch. However, this polynomial increase limits the throughput of the system. We discuss this important issue further in Section 8.2.

7.3 Real-life webpages

This simulation aims at evaluating the time taken by DecenArch to reach a consensus over 7 selected real-life webpages. The setup is the same as the second simulation, namely 16 servers compose the DecenArch roster, with a delay between any two of them set to 100ms. Figure 10 presents the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Webpage</th>
<th>Unique leaves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><a href="http://www.20min.ch/ro/">http://www.20min.ch/ro/</a></td>
<td>863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/monde/story/L-UE-repliquera-de-fa-on--unie--aux-sanctions-US-27701771">http://www.20min.ch/ro/news/monde/story/L-UE-repliquera-de-fa-on--unie--aux-sanctions-US-27701771</a></td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><a href="https://www.internazionale.it/bloc-notes/2018/05/31/governo-italiano-fantasma-stampa-straniera">https://www.internazionale.it/bloc-notes/2018/05/31/governo-italiano-fantasma-stampa-straniera</a></td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><a href="https://twitter.com/ignaziocassis">https://twitter.com/ignaziocassis</a></td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><a href="http://tass.com/politics/1007602">http://tass.com/politics/1007602</a></td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: List of webpages used for the real life simulation. The numbers of unique leaves are also shown for every webpage.

The outcome of this simulation, whose values are the result of an average over 5 executions. One important aspect is the presence of additional data, which have a substantial impact for some webpages. For example, the homepage of the 20minutes newspaper (ID 3) has a lot of images and the time needed...
to handle them greatly increase the total time spent by DecenArch on this webpage. The handling of external resources is therefore of fundamental importance for the efficiency of the system. We discuss this further in Section 8.7. Nevertheless, the real-life analysis confirms the critical impact of the consensus for structured data and its verification on the efficiency of the system. This confirms the results of the first two simulations and the difficulty of dealing with malicious adversaries. On a positive note, we can say that the mean of the time needed to reach and verify a consensus over the analyzed webpages is below our 10-minute target, even with 16 conodes, which ensure an acceptable security level.

Figure 10: Simulation on 16 conodes using different real-life websites. We stress that in this bar graph the time is expressed in minutes, contrary to the previous one where the second is used as a unit of time measurement. Refer to Table 3 for the mapping between IDs and URLs.

8 Discussion and possible improvements

8.1 Comparison with DIA

We discuss in this section the trade-offs between DecenArch and DIA, the first version of the decentralized internet archive proposed by Plancherel [52]. Recall that DIA is presented and examined in Section 2.1.1.
DIA relies on a trusted leader assumption, without which the system does not offer censorship resistance. The malicious leader can in fact remove some nodes from the reference HTML tree before sending it to the children, which is equivalent to remove them also from the final consensus result. Note that for a malicious leader it is still impossible to implant content in the consensus view and modify the archived webpages. On the other hand, DecenArch ensures the security and privacy requirements also if the leader is part of the malicious servers, whose number can be at most $\lfloor n_d/3 \rfloor$, where $n_d$ is the total size of the DecenArch roster. Moreover, DIA does not protect the privacy of the conodes. Indeed, every conode simply hashes its view of the webpage before sharing it with the peers. This protection is inefficient, because the content of the webpage has low entropy and it is very easy for an attacker to check whether a conode has some specific content in its view or not. This can be a problem, e.g. for conodes located within an oppressive regime. DecenArch solves this problem using the IND-CPA secure ElGamal cryptosystem.

However, the increased security and privacy guarantees have a cost. In fact, DecenArch has a bigger time complexity compared to DIA. The empirical simulations presented in [52] show that DIA takes less than 40 seconds to reach a consensus on the website, which is about 2 minutes if 16 conodes are used. This means that DIA is 5 times faster than DecenArch on real-life websites. Moreover, the time complexity of Plancherel’s system increases linearly with the number of servers, while the increase of DecenArch is a polynomial function of the conodes number. For both systems, the complexity increases polynomially with the size of the webpage. Recall the DIA’s consensus algorithm is more complete that the DecenArch one, because it takes into account also the formatting of the HTML document, while our consensus algorithm completely ignores the structure of the webpage. See Section 8.2 for a discussion about the DecenArch consensus algorithm.

To summarize, DIA is much more efficient than DecenArch, but the latter offers higher security and privacy guarantees than the former. The choice between the two systems should therefore be based on the threat model and on the performance requirements.

8.2 Overall time complexity

The big time complexity is without a doubt the greatest limitation of DecenArch. The results of the performance evaluation shows that the complexity increases polynomially both with the size of the webpage and the number of hosts. As mentioned at the beginning of the report, the time taken to store a webpage is not very relevant per se, but it becomes important for the throughput of the system. In fact, the goal of DecenArch is to securely store the content for the future, therefore the question is not how
fast we can store a given webpage, but how many webpages we can store in a given time.

From the empirical analysis we see that the consensus and signing protocol have the biggest impact on the complexity of the system. This is expected and the great complexity is the result of the adopted threat model, where we assume the presence of malicious adversaries. The possible improvements on these two phases of the archiving process are however very limited. In order to ensure privacy for the conodes, we absolutely need the costly cryptographic operations of the consensus algorithm. Moreover, to resist against malicious adversaries, all the cryptographic proofs and verification mechanisms are crucial. Dividing the consensus agreement and the verification of its result would be an interesting idea, but it is not applicable. Indeed, in order to execute the verification function, a node must have participated in the consensus and the subsequent decryption protocol. Therefore, the set of conodes taking part in the consensus agreement must be the same one that verifies and signs the webpage.

A possible solution to mitigate the effects of the high time complexity on the throughput of the system, is to create a federation of several DecenArch rosters. The size of one roster is set to 16 conodes, because of the discussion of Section 7. The user always interact with a single DecenArch roster, which in turn is responsible for outsourcing the archiving procedure to one of the other rosters. We can imagine to randomly create the group of 16 servers for every request of archival, in order mitigate the impact of an attacker targeting a specific list of servers. The skipchain roster remains the same and the different DecenArch rosters independently communicate with it. The main problem of this approach is the verification of the webpage’s signature during the retrieval process. In fact, once the data are retrieved from the ledger, the signature is verified by the archiving servers and only if it is valid, the retrieved webpage is sent to the user. In order to verify the signature, the public key of the singers is needed and therefore the system must know which servers were in charge of archiving the webpage. One solution is to store the list of the servers that participated in saving the webpage on the skipblock, together with the data and the signatures. This solves the problem of knowing the list of signers and make the federation approach applicable to DecenArch.

The federation approach is a general solution to improve the throughput and the usability of DecenArch. In the rest of this section we discuss more specific problems, some of which have an impact also on the time complexity of the system.

8.3 Topology

As presented in Section 4.2 for the consensus protocol the servers are structured to communicate in a 1-level tree topology. This simplifies the security
and privacy analysis and facilitates the implementation, but the efficiency of system is affected. Indeed, the root perform almost all the computations in the system, while it would be better that these were more evenly distributed among the different archiving servers. In fact, the consensus protocol of DecenArch can be adapted to a different topology, e.g. a binary tree. This adaptation requires however an appropriate theoretical analysis, e.g. what happens if an intermediate parent does not forward the contributions of the children, and some implementation efforts. Due to lack of time we stick on the simplest topology. In a future work an analysis of the best servers’ communication structure for the consensus algorithm should be in the to-do list.

8.4 The choice of ElGamal

For public-key cryptography DecenArch uses the elliptic curve ElGamal cryptosystem. There are several reasons for choosing it and we discuss them in this paragraph. We also introduce another possible cryptosystem that can be used within our system, by discussing its advantages and disadvantages.

ElGamal was an early choice in the project. For all its products and experiments the DEDIS lab uses cryptosystems based on the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem and none of the libraries developed by the laboratory uses cryptosystems based on different hard problems, such as integer factorization. Since this master thesis is realized at DEDIS, we choose to work with elliptic curve cryptography. Moreover, working with elliptic curves is more powerful and efficient, e.g. keys are smaller, than alternatives like RSA or other systems based on different intractability hypothesis [7]. The choice of ElGamal brings however also some drawbacks. Before encrypting an integer \( n \geq 0 \), the integer should be mapped to a point \( P_n \in E \) using an appropriate mapping function, which increases the time complexity of the encryption process. Moreover, in order to retrieve the plaintext from a ciphertext, we have to solve the discrete logarithm problem. Since we encrypt only small numbers the computations are still doable, but again we increase the complexity of the decryption process. Note that to minimize the impact of finding the discrete logarithm for a given point \( P \in E \) we use an efficient data structure to store already computed results.

An alternative to the ElGamal cryptosystem is the Paillier cryptosystem [48], based on the decisional composite residuosity assumption. Note that this assumption is based again on the factoring problem, but an in-depth discussion is outside the scope of this report. We refer the reader to [48] for an exhaustive explanation. The cryptosystem proposed by Paillier is by construction additively and multiplicatively homomorphic and is therefore suitable for DecenArch. Moreover, an integer \( 0 \leq i < N \) is directly encrypted without need of a mapping function, where \( N = pq \) is the public key and \( p, q \) two equal length large primes selected uniformly at random by
the key generation algorithm. Finally, threshold Paillier cryptosystems exist \cite{19, 38}. The disadvantage of this cryptosystem is its inefficiency, both in terms of space and time. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to implement and evaluate a version of DECENARCH using the Paillier cryptosystem.

8.5 The consensus algorithm for structured data

The consensus algorithm is the most important part of DECENARCH. Its design and implementation have taken up most of the time dedicated to this project. The difficulties in designing the consensus algorithm arise from its constraints. The algorithm should implement a threshold set-union over the content of the webpage and the result must be correct even in presence of a limited number of malicious adversaries. Moreover, the privacy for the participating parties is a requisite, meaning that no information except the content of the union is disclosed. Finally, the consensus protocol and the entire saving process should not take too much time. The goal at the beginning of the project was below 10 minutes for a real-life webpage and the empirical results presented in the previous session show that DECENARCH achieves this objective. In order to meet all the requirements presented above, we have to take some decisions. The first, and perhaps most questionable, decision is to completely ignore the order of the content of the webpage. As explained, the consensus algorithm works only on the leaves of the HTML tree, therefore the formatting of the webpage is not taken into account. This decision must be taken in order to make the consensus algorithm usable in practice. Indeed, if the consensus algorithm is fed with the entire HTML code, the Bloom filters used to store the nodes become intractable. In support of our choice, we argue that the content of a webpage is far more important than its formatting, since if the latter changes the former is still visible and present in the stored webpage. However, one can produce an HTML document whose formatting is essential to make sense of
the content, such as the one shown in Figure 11. In this case, if Bob controls
the server acting as the leader of the consensus protocol, he can modify the
original code shown in Figure 11a into the code shown in Figure 11b without
being detected. We believe that such webpages are very rare on the Internet,
but nonetheless the problem of an efficient consensus algorithm taking into
account also the formatting is an open problem that should be explored in
future work.

Related to the choice of working only with the HTML leaves, is the
choice to keep only the unique leaves. A leave is considered equal to another
one if the data, i.e. the string, contained in both of them are equal. This
choice is also due to efficiency constraints and the observation that often
when multiple identical leaves appear in an HTML tree, they are also used
for formatting. It is common for example to find multiple times a leave
containing `\n\n\n`. Again, this choice is a trade-off between efficiency and
completeness of the consensus agreement and, even if this choice as a lower
impact than ignoring the parent nodes of the HTML tree, some work is
needed to avoid possible attacks.

The usage of Bloom filters is another critical point of the consensus al-
gorithm. The motivation behind the choice of using this data structure is
twofold. On one hand we need to represent the set of unique leaves in a way
that is suitable for additively homomorphic computations, and (spectral)
Bloom filters meet this need, on the other hand efficiency constraints force
us to represent the potentially very big set of unique leaves in an efficient
and practical way, and again Bloom filters meet this requirement. The prob-
lem of using a probabilistic data structure is however the error probability.
Bloom filters have a constant probability of false positive, which is set to
1% for DECEANARCH. The presence of false positives could allow a malicious
node to insert an HTML leaf in the consensus result, if the hashes of the
leaf point to counters with values higher than the threshold. This risk is
partially mitigated by our filters implementation, which uses cryptographic
secure hash functions. A malicious node therefore cannot artificially build
an HTML leaf that will be hashed to specified locations of the filter, be-
cause the used hash functions are resistant to first pre-image attack [63].
The only way to exploit a non-zero false positive rate is therefore to test
all the possible leaves whose hashes give the same locations as the legitimate
leaves.

8.6 The verification function for structured data

The verification function for the HTML document used in the signing proto-
col (see Section 1.3) is quite involved and ensures, using different proofs, that
the archiving servers do not sign an incorrect consensus result. However, the
actual implementation of the verification function does not give enough room
for manoeuvre to the conodes. Recall that the consensus HTML tree is re-
constructed from the consensus filter by the leader of the protocol, which performs a membership test for all the unique leaves of its own local HTML tree. This implies that the leader can remove any content from the consensus HTML content sent to the children for the signing process. The children detect that something is missing from the consensus result, thanks to the subset check, and refuses therefore to sign the proposal. The dispute resolution is however very rigid, since the only options for a node are to sign or to refuse to sign. We discuss here two possible improvements, namely the change of leader and the proposal of insertion of verified HTML content.

The change of leader is a very simple concept: if the current leader is behaving incorrectly or it is censored, its role is randomly assigned to another node of the roster. To detect if the leader is malicious, we should modify the signing protocol as follows. Right now the choice of signing or not a message is communicated by the node only to the root, while other servers in the tree are not aware of the choice. If a node broadcast it’s choice to everyone, anyone in the roster can keep track of the number of refusals and if a given threshold is exceeded, requests a change of leader. This solution gives the nodes more degree of freedom about the signature of the consensus material, but there is still the censored leader issue. Suppose that the server hosting the leader of the protocol is located in a country blocking some specific content of a webpage. Even if the blocked content should be present in the final consensus view, because it has been downloaded by a threshold number of nodes and the leader is honest, it is not included in the leader’s proposal for the signing protocol. This happens because, as said before, the consensus tree is reconstructed by the leader using its own local HTML tree, which does not contain the censored content. With the proposal of insertion we try to mitigate this censorship risk and solve the censored leader problem.

When a conode detects that the list of the unique leaves resulting from the consensus protocol is not a subset of the local list of leaves, it proposes a content insertion. To do so, the conode sends the content to be inserted together with a proof that the content is present in the conode’s view of the page. One solution to provide the proof is to use TLS-N [25], a TLS extension that generates non-interactive cryptography proofs about the content of a TLS session, which can be efficiently verified by third parties. TLS-N supports different proof types and the sensitive content of the TLS session can be partially protected using privacy protection solutions. The limitation of TLS-N is that the server hosting the webpage should support it and, since the extension proposal is recent, for the moment it has been adopted only by a few servers devoted to research. Another possible source of trusted content is Town Crier (TC) (see Section 9). In this case a conode to propose the insertion of some HTML content broadcast to all other nodes the result given by TC and the query used receive the result. Any other node can then question TC with the same query and verify the insertion proposal.

The implementation of the two improvements presented above can be
quite involved and adds a lot of complexity to the signing protocol, both in
term of time and communication overhead. We however believe that future
work should explore these and other possible ways to relax the rigidity of
the verification function and solve the censored leader problem.

8.7 Management of additional data

The consensus for additional data used by DECENARCH is the same as the
one in DIA and suffers therefore from the problem highlighted in Section 2.1.
In particular, with the current consensus algorithm it is very easy for a male-
cious conode to detect if another conode proposes a specific external resource
for the consensus agreement. It is sufficient to verify if the MasterHash of
the given external resource contains the signature of the victim conode. This
very critical point should be addressed in a future work, to develop a con-
sensus algorithm for non structured data providing privacy for the involved
parties.

A possible approach is to use Bloom filters also for images and CSS files.
Every node would then hashes all the external resources into a Bloom filter
and the consensus algorithm would work exactly as the one for the main
HTML code of the page. In fact, every type of file can be inserted into a
Bloom filter thanks to the hashing procedure. This prototype version of
DECENARCH aims at being a proof of concept of the usage of Bloom filters
for secure and privacy preserving consensus agreement over webpages. Due
to lack of time we do not implemented the consensus algorithm based on
filter for additional data, but if the algorithm based on encrypted Bloom
filters is considered interesting, thanks to all the libraries developed during
the project it should not be difficult to improve the handling of additional
data in this sense.

The usage of Bloom filters also for the additional data’s consensus algo-

dithm can solve also another problem related to them, namely the verification
function. For the prototype version of DECENARCH, the verification func-
tion for additional data is not implemented, since we mainly focused on the
HTML document of the webpage in this work. Nevertheless, it is important
to verify also the consensus agreement on external resources, because these
are part of the webpage’s content we want to correctly and securely store.
If we stick with the consensus protocol proposed by Plancherel, a possible
way to verify the correctness of the consensus result is to compare the hash
of each external resource in the consensus webpage with the hash of the
same resources locally stored by each conode. This is very inefficient from
a storage point of view, because each server should keep a local copy of all
the additional data, but it is the only way to verify correctness if we use
Plancherel’s consensus algorithm for additional data. On the other hand,
if we decide to use the algorithm for the HTML code also for the exter-
nal resources, we can use the verification function presented in Section 4.
thereby increasing the security of the whole system and reducing the code complexity.

Another critical point related to additional data is the choice to consider only CSS files and images, while ignoring everything else. We argue that this choice is a good trade-off between content preservation and storage efficiency. It is however true that other files, e.g. videos, could be crucial to correctly store the content of a webpage. Moreover, these different file types could be victim of censorship and it would be useful to securely store them. When discussing what to store and what to ignore in a webpage there is no correct or incorrect choice, but only subjective definition of the importance of a given content and trade-offs evaluation. A better storage efficiency could allow DecenArch to store also other kind of files. We discuss this in the next section.

8.8 The storage efficiency

Storage efficiency is not considered a critical point of this project, but it deserves nevertheless some discussion. In DecenArch, the webpage resulting from the consensus protocol and its additional data are first compressed with the lossless compression algorithm Gzip\textsuperscript{8} and then stored on a single block of the skipchain. Also, the lookup of a stored page is done directly on the skipchain, by looking for the right block from the most recent one to the genesis. This is the simplest solution to implement and it is adapted for a prototype implementation, but if we want to use DecenArch on a real-world scale we definitely need to improve this aspect. In the following we propose some solutions to improve the storage efficiency of DecenArch without compromising its security and privacy properties.

The first and most obvious solution is to separate the actual data from their signatures. The former should be stored on a peer-to-peer system (e.g. BitTorrent) and the former on the immutable ledger. Indeed, the immutability property is needed only for the signatures, whose goal is to verify the integrity of the data. On the other hand, the data can be stored everywhere, since thanks to the signatures we can verify their validity. With this configuration the retrieval protocol is modified. The client first query a distributed hash table (DHT)\textsuperscript{5} for the content of a webpage at a given time and then perform a lookup of the signatures in the skipchain. The retrieved content is then verified using the signatures stored in the skipblock. Data storage should also rely on a decentralized system and it should not be possible to censure it. If we do not trust any peer-to-peer system we can keep a copy of the data on the skipchain, but at the same time distributing the data on the untrusted system to improve the efficiency of webpages retrieval.

\textsuperscript{8}We choose Gzip because it is the algorithm used in HTTP compression. In the scope of a future work, it could be useful to perform a comparative analysis of different compression algorithms to find the most suitable for DecenArch.
The next solution, proposed also by Plancherel [52], is to use an incremental storage approach. With the actual implementation if a URL is submitted multiple times, the corresponding webpage together with its external resources is entirely stored in the skipchain, without exploiting the similarity between the different versions of the page. Instead of always storing all the data, we could save the entire webpage only the first time and for the subsequent requests we store only the differences between the most recent stored version and the current version.

8.9 The requirements about conodes

The requirements about the cothority servers of the DecenArch roster have already been analyzed in [52], but we report and extend the discussion here since the issue is very critical. Note that this discussion is related to the idea of having a federation of DecenArch rosters presented in Section 8.2.

In order to achieve the security and privacy goals it is essential to have a sufficient number of conodes. It is very difficult to estimate the minimal number of conodes needed by DecenArch, but we can nevertheless list some important properties all the server, the ones used for all the protocols and the ones handling the skipchain, should fulfill in order to strength DecenArch. First, the servers should be geographically distributed and they must be subjected to different, and possibly correct, laws. If possible, an important part of the servers should be hosted in countries where freedom of press is (almost) guaranteed, such as Switzerland or Canada [54]. This is the only way to avoid censorship imposed by state-level adversaries, which may block sensitive content directly on the server hosting the target webpage or may impose some restrictions to the cothority servers used for DecenArch. Moreover, having servers all over the world makes a coordinated attack against them more difficult to carry out. We could imagine imposing these geographical and legislative requirements directly in the protocol, by ensuring that the conodes are located in different countries before archiving a webpage. Cothority servers for DecenArch should moreover be hosted by different and independent entities, like universities, research centers, private actors and individuals. This ensures an important diversity in the rosters, increases the protection against state-level adversaries, e.g. it is more complicated to censor a university, and helps to avoid the risk of intentional or even unintentional collusion among the cothority servers. Finally, it is crucial that the DecenArch software is always up-to-dated and verified. To ensure the authenticity and integrity of the DecenArch binary and its updates we could use Chainiac, a software-update framework proposed by Nikitin et al. [47]. To summarize, the conodes of the DecenArch roster and of the roster handling the skipchain should be geographically dispersed, subjected to different laws, operated by different and independent entities and regularly and securely updated.
8.10 The right to be forgotten

We all know it: the Internet never forget, but forgetting could be technically possible. On the other hand, it is by definition impossible to modify and/or remove a block from a skipchain. This is actually the main point of using an immutable distributed ledger to store the outcome of our consensus protocol, i.e. the skipchain ensures the integrity of our stored webpages. While this is a desirable property, it clashes with the right to be forgotten. The concept of right to be forgotten arises from the fundamental need of a person to control the development of his personal life independently and self-determinately, without being stigmatized and excluded as a consequence of a specified and limited action taken in the past, especially if these events occurred several years ago and do not have any consequence over the present-day situation [44]. The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [28], which will be enforceable from 25 May 2018, contains an article about the right to be forgotten, which states that if one of the different grounds listed applies, the data subject shall have the right to obtain from the controller, i.e. the person or the entity controlling the data, the deletion of personal data concerning him or her without undue delay and the controller shall have the obligation to erase personal data without undue delay [28]. It is still unclear how distributed and decentralized system and blockchains will be impacted by the GDPR, since for the former no one really controls the data, while from the latter it is inherently impossible to alter or remove of data. We are also keen to say that the concept of right to be forgotten has generated an intense debate. Some researches and journalists accuse the right to be forgotten of restricting freedom of speech [34]. This is partly confirmed by the documents released by Google [37], which shows that European politicians have used the right to be forgotten to delete an incredible amount of articles about themselves from search results in Europe [45]. The practical and technical problems of putting into practice the right to be forgotten is also often a cause for discussion. On the other hand, the incredible ease with which we can access a huge quantity of documents and information poses serious problems for the life development of the people. An in-depth discussion about the impact of the GDPR or about the ethical and philosophical implications of the right to be forgotten are out of the scope of this report, but these two issues deserve attention and analysis in a future work.

9 Bonus: provide trusted data to smart contracts

One of the biggest weaknesses of decentralized smart contracts is their inability to reach outside the closed environment of the blockchain to retrieve informations. Smart contracts cannot, for example, query a web server for a given webpage. Therefore, any outside information has to be provided
to the chain from an outside entity, called oracle. The problem is that the source of the needed information has to be trusted, since the correctness of the provided data cannot be verified by the chain. It is here that an important contradiction is reached: we want to use a decentralized system for our contracts, but at the same time we have to trust a (centralized) oracle for the data used by the contract itself.

One solution to this shortcoming is Town Crier (TC) [64], whose main objective is exactly to serve as a bridge between existing trust at sources of data, e.g. a webpage, and smart contracts. The big picture of TC is shown in Figure 12. TC relies on trusted hardware, namely the Intel SGX [17]. Discussing SGX or the trust placed in Intel is out of the scope of this report, but we think it is important to discuss the main limitation of TC: it is in fact a centralized system. As shown in Figure 12, TC relies on a central server to retrieve the data from the source and to provide them first to the TC contract, which is a smart contract deployed on the blockchain responsible to interface with the user contract, and then to the contract defined by the user. Centralization means that if the TC server is compromised, e.g. an attack against SGX is exploited, we cannot trust the data anymore. And not trusting the data implies that the result of the contract cannot be trusted.

The idea is to use the DECENARCH roster and its consensus protocol instead of the TC server to provide trusted webpage’s content to a smart contract. The overview of this alternative usage of DECENARCH is shown in Figure 13 where we use the same figures as the TC image to highlight the similarities and differences of the two approaches. Note that in this case we don’t need to store the data on a blockchain, but simply to provide the verifiable consensus result to the user contract, using the DECENARCH contract as frontend. The advantage of using the DECENARCH roster instead...
of the TC server is that we have a decentralized system providing trusted data to the smart contract. Indeed, in Figure 12 the bridge between the source of data and the blockchain is represented by a server, while our approach, as shown by Figure 13, uses a group of independent servers. Due to lack of time we do not explore further this idea, but we argue that this is an interesting path to explore in a future work.

Figure 13: Simulation on 7 conodes with a binary tree topology on different standardized websites without any additional data.

10 Conclusions

In this report, we have presented, evaluated and discussed DecenArch, a decentralized system for privacy-conscious Web archiving providing censorship resistance.

DecenArch uses independent servers to determine the content of a webpage whose URL is submitted by a user through an API. The consensus protocol for the webpage and its external resources is defined as a threshold set-union over the content retrieved by every conode. During and after the execution of the protocol the privacy of the participating parties is protected and the result is correct in the Byzantine attack model [43], where up to $\lfloor \frac{n}{3} \rfloor$ of the n servers are malicious and collude to alter the result or to gain sensitive information about the honest nodes. To ensure the correctness of the result and the privacy for the parties different advanced cryptographic techniques are used. The webpage resulting from the consensus protocol, together with the CSS files and images attached to it, is archived on a skipchain, a distributed immutable ledger which ensures integrity for the saved data and allows anyone to access the stored content, thereby achieving censorship resistance.

Thanks to the analysis of empirical simulations we have seen that the time complexity of DecenArch increases polynomially with the size of the webpage and with the number of servers. This is the most negative result of the entire research project, but when dealing with malicious adversaries the complexity is inevitably destined to rise. However, we see that DecenArch is usable on real-life websites, whose archiving requires about 10
minutes with 16 conodes, which provide a good level of security and privacy guarantees. Therefore, DECENARCH meets the censorship resistance goal we had at the beginning of the master thesis.

We also presented a possible alternative usage of DECENARCH to provide a trusted source of data for smart contracts. These have in fact an intrinsic limitation, namely their inability to reach outside the closed environment of the blockchain to retrieve data and information needed to run the contract. In this sense, DECENARCH could be used as a bridge between trusted sources of data and smart contracts.

Nevertheless, there is plenty of room of improvements, as we discussed in the final part of this report. Different aspects of DECENARCH should be further analyzed in future work, e.g. the storage efficiency or the management of the webpage's external resources. DECENARCH is a tentative of contributing to mitigate the risks of a centralized Internet, both from a privacy protection point of view and a censorship resistance one. Thanks to decentralization and the incredible power of cryptography we can, and should, build a better, more secure and more stable Internet to mitigate all the security risks arising with the predominant Internet design currently in place.
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